
A STUDY OF THE XEROX CORPORATION

Xerox Corporation - Consumer - Case Study. To expand its business beyond conventional office copiers, Xerox
embarked on a strategy to penetrate the.

He saw the promise of Carlson's invention and, in , signed an agreement to develop it as a commercial
product. In Xerox introduced the Xerox , the first desktop plain-paper copier, realizing Carlson's vision of a
copier that could fit on anyone's office desk. What caused the downfall of Xerox? The first commercial
non-impact printer was the Xerox , introduced in , [44] based on the copier. In , following IBM's laser printer
introduction, the Xerox was introduced. The challenge of reaching out to multiple populations in a manner that
was sensitive to cultural differences yet maintained the strength of the global brand. The name and
management of the new company had not been determined at the time of the announcement. Within this
context, there was a need for the Corporate Communications Department to be empowered to update all of the
news content globally. Many of the concepts used in today's "Photo Shop" programs were pioneered with this
technology. However, after three years, in , the company decided the idea was a mistake and sold its assets to
MCI at a loss. The fax operation in today's multifunction copiers is true to Carlson's original vision for these
devices. The was not actually a viable copier because of its speed of operation. Wilson , credited as the
"founder of Xerox", took over Haloid from his father. Allaire disentangled Xerox from the financial services
industry. The same year, the company consolidated its headquarters at Xerox Square in downtown Rochester,
New York , with its story Xerox Tower. Although not as fast as offset printing , this machine introduced the
industry's first automatic document feeder, paper slitter and perforator, and collator sorter. Xerox embarked on
a series of acquisitions. This process required the integration of data templates from Thomson so that the web
pages could quickly and accurately be populated with the latest trading data and information. The Xerox
consent decree resulted in the forced licensing of the company's entire patent portfolio, mainly to Japanese
competitors. However, the biggest problem of Xerox is internal. In my opinion, Planning was good until the
invention of ink-jet technology by HP. Following the Copyflo, the process was scaled down to produce the
microfilm printer. Jobs and the others saw the commercial potential of the WIMP Window, Icon, Menu, and
Pointing device system and redirected development of the Apple Lisa to incorporate these technologies.
XMPie, a provider of software for cross-media, variable data one-to-one marketing, [27] was the first
acquisition of Xerox to remain independent entity, as a Xerox company and not a division, and to this day is
led by its original founder Jacob Aizikowitz. Multiple language translations were accomplished, thereby
providing the opportunity to engage millions of potential individuals worldwide. Today, the is part of
American history as an artifact in the Smithsonian Institution.


